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ABSTRACT: A growing body of work has explored how to automatically generate hints for novice
programmers. However, little research has explored what trade-offs exist between different
ways of providing hints, how users perceive them, and how they can be combined. In this
work, we present preliminary data from a study comparing different types of hint support in
a block-based programming environment, focusing on code hints and explanatory text hints.
We conducted a study in which crowd workers completed two programming tasks with
different combinations of hint support. We found that both code hints and text hints are
rated as very helpful by users, and showing both together is rated as the most useful. Only
code hints improved users' performance during programming on the current task.
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INTRODUCTION

There is clear evidence that novices find programming to be a very difficult task to learn (Bennedsen
et al., 2007; Watson & Li 2014), and researchers have developed a variety of intelligent support tools
to assist them. Programming hints are a popular form of support (e.g. Perelman et al., 2014; Lazar et
al., 2017; Yi et al., 2017), since they can be generated automatically, often using student data (Price
et al., 2017b; Rivers & Koedinger, 2017), allowing them to scale to new problems and contexts.
These automated hints are typically presented as next-step "code hints," which suggest an edit that
the student should make to their program to bring it closer to a correct solution, allowing them to
proceed when stuck. While small-scale studies suggest that code hints have the potential to resolve
student difficulties (Price et al., 2017a), students can find code hints difficult to interpret without
explanations (Price et al., 2017c). Others have pointed out that these "bottom-out" hints, which give
away part of the correct solution, may not lead to learning (Aleven & Koedinger, 2016; Paaßen et al.,
2018). While other types of automated hints have been proposed (Suzuki et al., 2017), little work
has explored how different hint types compare and interact in the domain of programming.
In this paper, we present preliminary results from a larger study exploring the design space of
programming hints. We evaluated both "code hints" and explanatory "text hints" that explain a
domain concept and connect it to the current problem. We report results from a randomized
experiment in which Mechanical Turk workers completed two simple programming tasks with
different combinations of code and text hints. We find that code hints are rated as most helpful by
users, and they can also improve users' performance on the current task. We find that text hints are
also regarded as helpful, though less so than code hints, and they offer a complementary benefit to
code hints. However, they do not appear to contribute to users' programming performance.
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METHODS

Design of Hint Support: In this work, we build on an existing system called iSnap (Price et al., 2017a),
a block-based, novice programming environment that supports students with hints and feedback.
iSnap's hints are generated by the data-driven SourceCheck algorithm (Price et al., 2017b), which
uses a database of correct solutions for a given problem to generate hints automatically. Like other
data-driven hint-generation systems (e.g. Rivers & Koedinger, 2017; Piech et al., 2015; Paaßen et al.,
2018), iSnap's hints are next-step, edit-based hints, suggesting a specific edit to the student's code
which will bring them closer to a correct solution. In this study, we augmented iSnap's "code hints"
with explanatory "text hints" that say not only what to do but also why. Similar to principle-based
hints (Dutke et al., 2008) or teaching hints (VanLehn et al., 2005), these text hints explain a relevant
programming concept and then connect it to the problem objectives. For example, for an
assignment to write a procedure for drawing a polygon, one text hint reads, "The repeat block
allows you to run the same code a fixed number of times, like drawing each side of a polygon." To
add text hints to iSnap for a given problem, we tagged each block in the correct solution to that
problem with one or more relevant text hints. Anytime iSnap would show a hint to add that block,
iSnap shows the corresponding text hint, either alongside of in place of the code hint, depending on
a user's condition (explained below). In this experiment, we generated hints using a comprehensive
set of expert-authored solutions, rather than student solutions, as these have been shown to
produce higher-quality hints (Price et al., 2018). We tagged each expert-authored solution with text
hints to ensure that we supported a variety of solutions.
Population: We recruited 233 total crowd workers through Amazon's Mechanical Turk platform,
which has been suggested as an appropriate alternative to university participants (Behrend et al.,
2011; Kittur et al., 2008), including CS education research (Lee & Ko, 2015). We studied crowd
workers because this allowed us to recruit a larger number of participants, collect fine-grained
survey data, and give participants different, uneven levels of support – all of which are difficult in a
real classroom setting. We analyzed data from 209 participants (excluding 24 participants due to
data collection errors). We only recruited participants who attested to having no programming
experience (no courses or workshops), and we paid users $4-7 to complete the study (varying the
amount to increase the speed of recruiting). We did not collect any demographic information from
participants.
Procedure: Participants first read through a short tutorial on programming in iSnap for
approximately 5 minutes, which covered the user interface of iSnap and explained all programming
concepts needed for the later programming tasks (loops, input/output and drawing) using a
combination of text and short example animations. Next, participants worked on a programming
task (Task 1) for 15 minutes, in which they were to create a program to draw a polygon with any
number of sides (chosen by the user). During this programming task, each user was randomly
assigned to a condition that determined what type of help iSnap provided for the whole task. iSnap
either provided no help, code hints only, text hints only, or code and text hints together, for 4 total
conditions. Additionally, for participants who received hints, their condition dictated whether or not
they received prompts to self-explain the hints (Chi et al., 1994), but in this preliminary work we
analyze these two sub-conditions together. While participants programmed, every two minutes
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iSnap interrupted them to take the action dictated by their condition (e.g. showing a code hint), and
then asked them for their thoughts on the action (post-help survey). While this timed approach
differs from the typical, on-demand way that users request hints in existing systems (Rivers &
Koedinger, 2017), previous work shows many users will avoid or abuse help when they can request it
on-demand (Aleven et al., 2016; Price et al., 2017c,d). Our timed approach ensures that each user
receives hint support frequently and regularly, enabling us to collect more extensive data about
perceptions of hints. After this first task, users completed a second 15-minute programming task
(Task 2), which was similar to the first task but more challenging. During this task, users received
help every 2 minutes, as in Task 1, but the type of help was randomized and independent of their
Task 1 condition, allowing us to use it as a form of post-test.
Measures: The work reported here is part of a larger analysis of the experiment, which involved a
number of survey measures. However, here we only focus on the post-help survey and users'
performance on the two programming tasks. We measured the latter by defining 4 objectives for
Task 1 and for Task 2 (e.g. "draw a shape" or "correctly get and use input from the user"), such that
each objective was independent, and completing all 4 indicated successful completion of the whole
task. We developed an automatic grader to determine which objectives participants completed and
verified approximately half of the grades manually. Since users received help in Task 1 based on their
condition, it is used as a measure of programming performance. In Task 2, the help users received
was randomized and independent of their original condition, and it is therefore used as a measure of
learning, since any differences in performance among the conditions can be attributed to knowledge
gained as a result of different programming support on Task 1.
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RESULTS

We investigated two research questions about the impact of code and text hints on users' outcomes:
RQ1: How does the type of hint support that users received impact their perception of iSnap's
usefulness? After Task 1, each user rated how useful iSnap's actions were overall (from 0 to 10).
Figure 1 shows the distribution of these ratings, organized by what type of help iSnap provided every
2 minutes.

Figure 1: User ratings of how helpful they found iSnap's actions in Task 1, split by condition.
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We analyzed users' usefulness ratings using a between-subjects ANOVA. We tested for the main
effects of receiving code hints and text hints, as well as the interaction effect between code hints
and text hints. We found a significant main effect for receiving code hints (F(1,205) = 30.3; p < 0.001)
and text hints (F(1,205) = 17.1; p < 0.001), and we did not find a significant interaction effect
between receiving code and text hints (F(1,205) = 2.57; p = 0.111). This suggests that users who
received code or text hints in Task 1 rated iSnap's actions as significantly more useful than those
who did not, and the lack of interaction suggests that there is an additive benefit to receiving both
code and text hints. Confirming this, we found that the action usefulness ratings from users who
received code hints with text hints (N=57; M=7.88; SD=2.08) were significantly higher than those
who received only code hints (N=43; M=6.84; SD=2.53), as indicated by a Mann-Whitney U-test
(U=903.5; p = 0.023).
RQ2: How do code and text hints impact users' performance on current and future programming
tasks? Figure 2 shows the distribution of objectives completed by users on Tasks 1 and 2, split by the
type of support they received on Task 1. For Task 1, we conducted an ANOVA on the number of
objectives users accomplished, testing the main effects of receiving code hints and text hints and the
interaction effect of receiving code hints and text hints. We found a significant main effect for
receiving code hints (F(1,205) = 16.7; p < 0.001) but not text hints (F(1,205) = 0.052; p = 0.821), and
we did not find a significant interaction effect between receiving code and text hints (F(1,205) =
0.003; p = 0.960). This suggests that only code hints contributed to users' programming performance
on Task 1. The number of objectives completed was greater for users who received code hints
(N=100; M=2.02; SD=1.50) than those who did not (N=109; M=1.20; SD=1.35), and the difference
was significant (U=7118.5; p<0.001) with a medium effect size (Cohen's d = 0.575).

Figure2 : The number of objectives completed by users in Task 1 and Task 2, split by condition on
Task 1. Box plots reflect medians and quartiles, and means (diamonds) with standard error bars.
We also investigated users' performance on Task 2 as a function of their original support condition
on Task 1. We conducted an ANOVA to compare the main effects of having received code hints, text
hints and reflective prompts on Task 1. We found no significant main effects for code hints (F(1,205)
= 2.33; p = 0.128), text hints (F(1,205) = 0.003; p = 0.959), and no interaction between receiving code
and text hints (F(1,205) = 0.253; p = 0.615). While not significant, there was still a small effect of
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code hints on the number of Task 2 objectives completed, as shown in Figure 2. The number of Task
2 objectives completed by users who received code hints in Task 1 (N=100; M=2.09; SD=1.51) was
greater than those who did not (N=109; M=1.76; SD=1.51), but this difference was not significant
(W=6115.5; p = 0.119) and had a small effect size (Cohen's d = 0.218).

4

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our results show that learners find both code and text hints to be useful on their own, but the
combination of both is perceived as the most useful. This suggests that both types of hints offer
different information to the user, and both contribute the perceived utility of the hint. Code hints
were also perceived as more useful than text hints, perhaps because they provided an immediately
actionable suggestion, which all novices could follow, while text hints required users to interpret and
apply the provided domain knowledge. In future work, we will investigate users' survey responses to
better understand what benefits they perceived from each type of hint. Despite the perceived utility
of both hint types, only code hints improved users' immediate performance, and they had no
significant impact on future performance. Text hints did not improve users' performance, either
alone or in conjunction with code hints. It is interesting that the perceived utility of text hints did not
translate into improved student performance, and we hope to investigate other ways that these
hints may have affected user outcomes in future work. It is possible that the impact of text hints
would be more apparent over longer assignments. Further, if hints are provided on-demand, rather
than every 2 minutes, hints that are perceived as more useful may result in more hint requests.
There are several limitations to this work. Our population consisted of paid crowd workers with no
prior programming experience. Their motivations, prior knowledge and priorities may differ from
those of other populations of learners where programming hints are used. Additionally, we only
studied users during two simple, 15-minute programming tasks, and we have begun further work to
investigate if our results generalize to longer or more complex tasks in classrooms. The presence of
additional, randomized hints on Task 2 likely added noise to our performance data, making it more
difficult to detect the effect of the Task 1 condition. The frequent delivery of hints allowed us to
collect rich data about user's perceptions (which we will analyze in future work), but this proactive
hint delivery differs from the usual on-demand approach, in which students request hints when
needed.
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